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This invention relates to a needle-sharpening device and 
more particularly to a device for sharpening the ends 
of the usual hypodermic needle. 

In the use of needles of this type, the sharpened ends 
become dull for various reasons, usually because, in the 
handling of the needles, the end may strike against sur 
rounding objects. As the tips of the needles are beveled 
and are provided at their extreme ends with a relatively 
sharp point, the striking of a needle against an object 
is apt to bring about the formation of a burr thereon which 
prevents the easy insertion of the needle when in use. 

lIn order that any burr or hook which may be formed 
upon the needle may be removed, it is necessary to grind 
it upon all sides and particularly upon the beveled side 
or front of the needle and the back thereof, or that side 
which is opposite the beveled side. To this end, there 
is provided, by the present invention, a rotatable grind 
ing stone and a rotatable holder for the needle itself so 
that the end of the needle will be held against the stone. 
Also, means are provided to raise the needle from the 
stone so as to turn it and present ?rst one side of the 
needle and then the other to the grinding stone. 
The rotation of the stone and also of the needle holder 

are e?ected from a common source of power which may 
be handpower, as shown, or which may, if desired, be 
furnished by an electric motor. Also, means are pro 
vided which, during the rotation of the needle holder, will‘ 
raise the needle from the grinding stone and lower it 
thereon and also cause the needle to traverse the surface 
of the stone in a general direction radially of the latter 
so that the stone will wear evenly. The moving of the 
needle from and toward the stone and also the travers 
ing of the needle over the surface of the stone are, as 
illustrated, effected by the use of cams which are rotated 
with the needle. In this way, the entire grinding opera 
tion is automatic when the needle has been placed in 
the holder and the grinding stone is rotated either by 
hand or from some other suitable source of power. 

In addition, it is desired that the parts will be so ar 
ranged that the needle will not traverse the same path 
upon the stone so that the latter will not wear unevenly. 
To this end, the gearing is so related that the number of 
revolutions of the needle holder in a given period is in 
commensurable with the number of revolutions of the 
grinding stone so that, at the end of one revolution, for 
example, the needle will not rest upon the same point on 
the surface of the stone as at the beginning of the revo 
lution. 

One object of the present invention is to provide a 
sharpener for hypodermic needles which will be rela 
tively simple in construction and e?icient in operation. 
A further object is to provide a sharpener for hypo 

dermic needles which will consist of relatively few parts 
and susceptible of being economically manufactured and 
which, at the same time, will be automatic and e?icient in 
operation. 

Still another object of'the invention is to provide a 
hypodermic needle sharpener having a rotatable grinding 
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stone and a rotatable needle carrier having means for 
turning the point of the needle upon the stone, and also 
moving it toward and from the grinding surface of the 
stone during its operation. 
Another object is to so change the angular relation 

of the needle to the wheel that when the beveled edge is 
ground, a slight clearance exists between the needle and 
wheel beyond the point of contact, and a similar slight 
clearance also exists when the back of the needle is 
ground. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
sharpener for hypodermic needles, which sharpener is 
provided with a grinding stone and a needle holder for 
holding the needle against the surface of the stone, the 
needle holder being operated to move the needle toward 
and from the stone and to turn the needle about a longi 
tudinal axis so as to grind both beveled and back sur 
faces thereof, and also cause the needle to traverse the 
surface of the stone in a substantially radial direction dur 
ing the rotation thereof. 
To these and other ends the invention consists in the 

novel features and combinations of parts to be hereinafter 
described and claimed. ’ 

In the accompanying drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a front elevational view of a hypodermic 

needle sharpener embodying the invention; 
Fig. 2 is a sectional view on line 2—2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a sectional view on line 3-3 of Fig. 2; 
Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the traversing cam for 

causing the needle to traverse the surface of the stone; 
Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the cam employed for 

moving the needle toward and from the surface of the 
stone; and 

Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are diagrammatic views show 
ing the positions of the needle and of the needle holder 
during the operation of the device. 
To illustrate a preferred embodiment of my invention, 

I have shown in the drawings a hypodermic needle sharp 
ener comprising a frame consisting of an elongated strap 
like member 10, to which is secured a bracket member 11 
projecting forwardly from the member 10. This bracket 
member 11 is provided with a plurality of upstanding 
guard ?ngers 12, three in number, as shown in the draw 
ings, one of which also serves to support a cam follower 
as will be later explained. 
A cylindrical bearing sleeve 13 is secured at the upper 

end of the frame member 10 and within this hearing is 
mounted a shaft 14 to the outer end of which is secured 
a crank 15. It will be understood that if the device is 
to be power-operated, a pulley or other power device may 
be substituted for the crank 15. Upon the other end of 
the shaft 14 is secured a grinding disk 16 of suitable 
abrasive material and a pinion 17. It may be noted that 
the plane of the grinding disk is substantially parallel 
to that of the member 10, while the member 11 makes an 
acute angle with the frame member 10. 

Rotatably mounted at its upper end in a collar 18 
on the bearing sleeve 13 is a shaft 19. This shaft is pro 
vided with a rounded lower end 20 seated in a socket 21 
formed in a box 22 on the frame member 11. As this 
shaft is not perpendicular to the plane of the frame mem 
ber 11, the provision of the rounded end 20 on the shaft 
and the socket 21 constitutes a convenient method of 
providing a suitable bearing for the lower end of the 
shaft. 
At the upper end of the shaft 19 is a crown gear 24 

which meshes with the pinion 17 and at the lower end 
of the shaft is a pinion 25 having a relatively wide face, 
the teeth of this pinion being adapted to mesh with those 
of a gear 25“. 
The gear 25“ is secured to the hub 26 of a shaft 27, 

which shaft carries at its upper end a needle-supporting 
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table‘ 28 of disk-like‘ form. .. Upon the tab1e'28 a 
tapered pin 29 over whichmay be telescoped the socket 
of the usual hypodermic needle, shown in dotted lines at 
30. It may here be noted that the axis of the pin 29 is 
not perpendicular to the surface of'the table 28;.but is‘ 
inclined inwardly toward the axisof thef'tablep 

The. hub 26' of the shaft 27 isnprovided'withfa socket 31,. 
the socket being rotatably seateds‘uponza bearing ball/32,. 
carried at the. upper end-of a'post 33;:secured inlthe 
bracket member 11: so that? the hub 26;.shaft 27 and=tablel 
28 is permitted au‘niversal' movement about posti33'. 
That is-,. the shaft27 iswnot-onlyirotatablyl mounted'o'n 
the post,» but is also‘imountedato tipin any? direction‘: 
The hub 26 may be held in place by a small pl‘at'e'i34 
engagingthe' lower. side’of thekballv 32,; the; plate being 
secured to'the hub by screws-or the-.lik‘o'r35; 
A ‘pair. of 'cam' membersl‘are secured ‘to ‘the -hubl_26,zone? 

above‘ and one below the gear: 258,1 the'upper'llmember‘ 
being designated by‘ ‘the’ number‘ 37. and.‘ ‘the ‘lower-1 by! the‘ 
number‘ 38, 7 these ‘cams being show'nhini‘Fi‘gs. ‘4 and 15' of2 
the drawings.‘ 
The cairn-37 is atraverse' cam,1and effects? the move 

ment of‘ the needleia'cross the face-of the grinding wheel.‘ 
This cam, as shown in Fig. 4, ispriovi‘dedf with‘ ailo'w‘ 
point 39», a-‘high point-40,1'land"with‘ldwell su‘rfac e441 
between‘ the‘ high and‘ low fp'ointsi: It‘will' beinoted ‘that? 
the low point of the cam merges into the .dw'ellisurfaces 
by inclined surfaces 42 and‘ likewise thehi'ghlp‘oinboffthe 
cam - merges - into' the. dwell >- portions 41/ by ' inclined"lpor 

tions 43. ~ j ‘_ 

As vshown in Figs. 1,. av cam‘v follower '44 is‘lniountedliat 
the upper 'e'ndfof. one ofithei?nge'rslz, this card rono er 
being‘ engaged .b‘ysthelupperedge-ot the‘ earn 37‘ so . at 
the shaft 27 ’ will; be‘tipp‘e‘d- or‘ swung-‘to: the’ right‘ err-lea; 
as~viewed-'in ‘Fig. 1,v mohair-shearing: 32' as the sharia is v ' 
rotated.‘ This; as'1 will¥be¢lateri‘explained more'llfiilly; 
causes the end of the needle to traverse the grinding stone. 
in‘ a substantially radial’ direction or? fromia ‘point adjacent 
the center. of the stone. toward th'e'Touter-i edge." - 
The lower cam 38 which effects movement ofithe' needle‘ 
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lower earn" upon the follower, and also exert's'a‘comp'onent 
tending ‘to .urge. the shaft. 27 to the. left.- in ..Fig.i 1,. and;‘ 
therefore, urge the upper cam against its follower 44, thus‘ 
tending to maintain both cams against their followers. 
The tension of the spring may be adjusted by engaging, 
its end in one of the notches 50 more or lessremote 
from the shaft 27. Thus the tension of the spring can 
be regulated according to theidegree of ?exibility of the 
needle which is to'be sharpened. v _ 

The‘ operation-of thede'v'i'cei is showniin'Fi‘g'sz-61to 10, 
inclusive. In Fig. 6, the parts are shown in substantially‘ 
the positions-shown in Fig". 2 where the supporting table 
28 is- in such ‘position : that‘ the‘ ~pin~l29 isfat' a" point/most 

In this position, the 
beveled edge 53 or then'eedle 30 is against the surface of 
the stone 16. The axis of the needle is at an acute angle 
to the plane of the face of the stone so that the tip of 
the needle will be ground. It will be noted’ that the 

. follower 45..is..not engagedrby thelowemam-ss solthat 
the“. spring iwill'holdl the-needle'i against the1 surface of the" 
stone. 
As thetable728'rotates‘v through"v an angle of 90°"toithe 

position shown‘ inlFig.’ 7,. the‘yfollower 44 which; at‘ the‘ 
beginning ‘of zth'elope'ratio-mu was at/substantially the‘ low 
point of :th‘ePt-raversin'g“ cami'i37f, rides upwardly on'i'this 
cam/'iand'ietfect'sta travers'e‘oof thevrieedle' across‘ thefaw 
otzthe ston'eti At the-'samer'timalthe; needle istturnedi, 
with-respect Io‘the‘ston'e' asithat whenth'e parts-reach the‘v 
positionshoWn‘ virii- Fig.i-7‘, thei~needle has" been-"turned 
through ‘an angle?'ofi'snbstantiallyé'90°‘ and has been‘llifted 
‘away: fromr'zthe stone bythe‘liftihgr'cam 38;» The'traversjej 
earnv acts through approximately; the: ?r'strvohalf. ofithis’ 90 ‘1'? ' 
movement;- and I the? needle‘. is‘ fm'ovecl-‘toi a point; fartheri 

40 

toward and away from the surface of’; the grinding stone . 
is‘ shownlinFig. 5. The lower edge'of the-depending‘? 
rim of this cam is adapted to be engaged by the follower 
45, which, as shown, may be the rounded headvof 'as‘crew 
secured in the. bracket 11 of the frame; This'cam is 
provided, as. shown in Fig. 5,'withltw'o' oppositely ‘dis: 
posed» high portions" 46 having betweenithem lo‘wiportions 
47. As. shown, the low ‘portions- mergeinto' the‘f'hig'h 
portions along relatively sharply‘.inclined-emotions '48; 
Itlwill be apparent from’ Fig. v2~of the‘ drawing‘sgithaben 
gagementi of ‘one/of the/high ‘portions of the~‘_cam~with 
the‘followerAS will-causezthe- shaft 27'to/beetipped‘to 
the left,-Ias1shown.in this ?gure; aboutlits bearing-Island 
thereforeswing' the; end of thenee'dle? away fromlthe'isun 
face of theg'rindingwheel-16. ' - 

It is necessary to provide" some means to urge the: two 
cam members against their followersi 
that‘ it is‘ necessary ‘to urge‘ the shaft 27 to thel'right, as 
shown in‘ Fig.‘ 2, in order to-mai-ntain the’ lower or elevat~ 
ing cam in engagementwith' the“v follower 45; while, in 
order to maintain'thei upper? or traverse? camlagains'tthe 
follower 44, it is necessary to urge the shaft 27 vtolthe 
left; as shown'in Fig. 1, of ma direction t'ransv'ersei‘to 
that required'to maintain‘ the lower cam against the fol; 
lower 45. vI provide‘ a single spring for'- urging broth cams 
toward their followers. This‘ is being accomplished ‘by 
the coil spring. 49. secured atone end to‘ the shaft’27, and 
secured Iat»it‘s- other end: to ohe'of" several notches- 50 in 
a bracket 51 secured to the frame member 10. This 
spring, instead of- acting in a direction directly toward 
the plane. of the member 10,- as would be' ?ecessary‘to 
maintain '‘ the lower carnainv engagement 'with-~th‘e"fol-*~ 
lower ‘45, acts at mangle of substantially 45°?to-this‘ 
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plane so that it exerts a component force in‘a-d e‘ctio? "7 ' 
to‘ tip‘ the shat-t ‘2'7 to'the‘right Fig.2; and-maintain the 

_ During the“ next-90*’: movement or the'otabler'zsg the 
needle‘ 'is lowered-upon thev ‘ st’onelby .the lifting“ card, i as" 
shown in‘ 1'Fig.1i8;- andi has alsoihbe'en‘ turned-through? an" 
angle'of!‘substantially‘180° with relation to that ‘shown. 

' inaFig. 6 so that theb‘aclr-of the needle is incontact‘witlf 
the abrasive‘idiskér At‘ aboutlthis» time,- the‘ follower‘44l 
isLinJcOnta'ct. with Ithe=~highl point 40. of the; traverse-‘cam 
37- so that‘ the needle is;at~its ‘ extreme outermost position‘ 
adjacent'ith‘e edge 'of-the abrasive‘disk; 1 I 

During the nextll9o°> rotation of the table>28,~th'e needle 
has! againbeen- lifted from‘ the abrasiveldisk by‘ the lifting 
cam; as'»shown1in"~'Figi 9,;a'n’d also rotated with respeetto' 
the? disk,» as. illustrated; - Uponiia< further" 90 ° ' rotation-16f 
thevtable12'8; the: needle is‘l-‘rotate‘dl to a positiodwhereih 
the‘ beveled‘edge'l'againi faces the abrasive‘ disk- and; ‘has. 
been‘moved a'galnst‘fthe stone-by the spring‘ 49, thisiberng 
the ‘position’, showri-in-‘Figli- 10 ~ whichl-islthe'same' a's'l'that _ 
showniin:Fig'.116:~ » . a - 

While} have shown andideseribedla' preferred er’n‘bodié 
ment-ofrmy?inventiongitl wilrhe understood that-it" iss-noft 
to: beilimitedv to; Ialliofl the details shown, but is‘ capable‘ 
of modi?cation-“and; variation-‘within th'e'spirifofi-the' 
invention and withini-thel ‘scope ‘of: the: claims’. 

What-'1 claim is‘: ' Y 

LA sharpeningdevice‘ for hypodermic needles‘ or the 
like comprising '>_ a frame; an’ abrasive disk rotatably 
mounted l'on'the‘ frame;a needle-supporting memberir'otatl 
ably‘iand- tiltabliy: mounted’ on ‘the frame to‘ support a 
needle'in‘lpositio'n‘ toipres’e‘nt the‘point thereof to the sur 
face oflthe'fdiskpn'ieans for continuously rotating said disk‘ 
andlsaid supporting member; and a needlees'u/p'portirig' 
chuck on said supporting member at a point eccentric to; 
and-directed a't'ia' angle to',itlie~axis Ofr‘Otation‘ or said 
member, said chu K s'uppo'rtin'gl'the‘needle'witli‘ mezaxis 
thereof: iricli-hed-itowa'rdlth'e ‘of the supporting mean 
belt.‘ ‘ A 

2.4 A sharp-"' "iag: device'for' hypodermic needles or the‘ 
like 'comprisingv'atrame; a’n‘f' abrasive disksrota'tahly 
mountedionitheifr'ame; a needle-supporting member-tome 
ably mounted on the frame to support a needle iripos'itioii 
to present the point'tlie'reof to aplane surfaee'of’theidisk. _ 
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means for continuously rotating said disk and said sup 
porting member, said member being tiltably mounted to 
vary the angle of the needle axis with respect to the disk, 
and means, including a cam acting on the supporting mem 
ber, for tilting said member in a direction to move the point 
of the needle toward and from the abrasive disk to grind 
two distinct surfaces on the needle point and produce 
a cutting edge where the two surfaces meet. 

3. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or the 
like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably mount 
ed on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotatably 
mounted on the frame to support a needle in position to 
present the point thereof to the surface of the disk, 
needle-supporting means on said member in a position 
eccentric to the axis of rotation thereof means for con 
tinuously rotating said disk and said supporting mem 
ber, said member being tiltably mounted, and means for 
tilting said member, during the rotation thereof, in a 
direction to move the point of the needle across the sur 
face of the abrasive disk. 

4. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or the 
like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably 
mounted on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotat 
ably mounted on the frame to support a needle in position 
to present the point thereof to the surface of the disk, 
needle-supporting means on said member in a position 
eccentric to the axis of rotation thereof, means for rotating 
said disk and said supporting member, said member being 
mounted for universal tilting movement, and spring means 
biasing said member in a direction to urge the point of the 
needle toward the abrasive disk. 

5. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or the 
like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably 
mounted on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotat 
ably and tiltably mounted on the frame to support a 
needle in position to present the point thereof at an 
angle to a plane surface of the disk, and means for rotating 
said disk and said supporting member, said supporting 
member having means at a point eccentric to its axis to en 
gage the base of the needle and support the latter with the 
axis thereof inclined toward the axis of the supporting 
member, and means for tilting said supporting member 
during the rotation thereof to move the point of the needle 
toward and from the disk and present the point of the 
needle to the surface of the disk at different angles at 
various times during the rotation of the supporting mem 
ber. 

6. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or the 
like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably 
mounted on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotat 
ably mounted on the frame to support a needle in position 
to present the point thereof to the surface of the disk, 
means for rotating said disk and said supporting member, 
said supporting member having means at a point eccentric 
to its axis to engage the base of the needle and support the 
latter with the axis thereof inclined toward the axis of 
the supporting member, and means for mounting the axis 
of the supporting member for universal tilting movement. 

7. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or the 
like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably 
mounted on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotat 
ably mounted on the frame to support a needle in posi 
tion to present the point thereof to the surface of the 
disk, means for rotating said disk and said supporting 
member, said member being mounted on a tiltable axis 
member, and means, responsive to the rotation of said 
supporting member to tilt said axis member in two di 
rections, one being in a plane to move the needle across 
the surface of the disk and the other in a plane to move 
the needle point toward and from the surface of the 
disk. 

8. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or the 
like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably 
mounted on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotat 
ably mounted on the frame to support a needle in posi 
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2,821,061“ 
tion to present the point thereof to the surface of the disk, 
means for rotating’ said disk and said supporting member, 
said member being mounted on a universally tiltable axis 
member, means, responsive to the rotation of said sup 
porting member, to tilt said axis member in two directions, 
one being in a plane to move the needle across the surface 
of the disk and the other in a plane to move the needle 
point toward and from the surface of the disk, said means 
comprising cam means carried by said axis member, and 
follower means carried by said frame and engaged with 
said cam means. 

9. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or the 
like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably 
mounted on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotat 
ably mounted on the frame to support a needle in position 
to present the point thereof to the surface of the disk, 
means for rotating said disk and said supporting member, 
said member being mounted on a tiltable axis member, 
means to tilt said axis member in two directions, one 
being in a plane to move the needle across the surface of 
the disk and the other in a plane to move the needle point 
toward and from the surface of the disk, and said tilting 
means comprising a pair of cams carried by said axis 
member, and a follower carried by the frame and adapted 
to engage each of said cams. 

10. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or 
the like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably 
mounted on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotat 
ably mounted on the frame to support a needle in position 
to present the point thereof to the surface of the disk, 
means for rotating said disk and said supporting member, 
said member being mounted on a tiltable axis member, 
means to tilt said axis member in two directions, one 
being in a plane to move the needle across the surface of 
the disk and the other in a plane to move the needle point 
toward and from the surface of the disk, said means com 
prising cam means carried by said axis member, follower 
means carried by said frame and engaged with said cam 
means, and spring means acting on said axis member to 
urge said cam means toward said follower means. 

11. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or the 
like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably muunt 
ed on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotatably 
mounted on the frame to support a needle in position to 
present the point thereof to the surface of the disk, means 
for rotating said disk and said supporting member, said 
member being mounted on a tiltable axis member, and 
means to tilt said axis member in two directions, one 
being in a plane to move the needle across the surface of 
the disk and the other in a plane to move the needle point 
toward and from the surface of the disk, said tilting 
means comprising a pair of cams carried by said axis mem 
ber, a follower carried by the frame and adapted to 
engage each of said cams, and a single spring on said 
axis member to urge said cams toward their respective 
followers. 

12. A sharpening device for hypodermic needles or the 
like comprising a frame, an abrasive disk rotatably 
mounted on the frame, a needle-supporting member rotat 
ably mounted on the frame, means on said member at a 
point eccentric to its axis to support a needle in position 
to present the point thereof to the surface of the disk, 
means for rotating said disk and said supporting member, 
said member being mounted for universal tilting move 
ment, spring means biasing said member in a direction to 
urge the point of the needle toward the abrasive disk, 
and means, responsive to the rotation of the supporting 
member, for tilting said member to move the point of 
the needle toward and from the abrasive disk and across 
the surface of the abrasive disk during a single revolution 
of the supporting member. 
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